Nucleation Phase and Dynamic Inversion of the \( M_w \) 6.9 Valparaíso 2017 Earthquake in Central Chile
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Abstract

The Valparaíso 2017 sequence occurred in the Central Chile megathrust, an active zone where the last mega-earthquake occurred in 1730. Intense seismicity started 2 days before the \( M_w \) 6.9 mainshock, a slow trenchward movement was observed in the coastal GPS antennas and was accompanied by foreshocks and repeater-type seismicity. To characterize the rupture process of the mainshock, we perform a dynamic inversion using the strong-motion records and an elliptical patch approach. We suggest that a slow slip event preceded and triggered the \( M_w \) 6.9 earthquake, which ruptured an elliptical asperity (semiaxis of 10 km and 5 km, with a subshear rupture, stress drop of 11.71 MPa, yield stress of 17.21 MPa, slip weakening of 0.65 m, and kappa value of 1.98). This earthquake could be the beginning of a long-term nucleation phase to a major rupture, within the highly coupled Central Chile zone where a megathrust earthquake like 1730 is expected.

1. Introduction

An intense precursory activity started 2 days before the \( M_w \) 6.9 earthquake occurred in front of Valparaíso in Central Chile, at 21:38:28 (UTC) on 24 April 2017. This area is an active subduction zone where tsunamigenic megathrust earthquakes have occurred in the past (Dura et al., 2015). The largest recognized earthquake during the last five centuries was the magnitude \( M_w \) ~9.0, 1730 earthquake, with a rupture length larger than 600 km (Carvajal, Cisternas, & Catalan, 2017; Udías et al., 2012). Other earthquakes of magnitude \( M_w \) ~8.0 struck the zone during the last 100 years (Figure 1). In the same zone of the 2017 earthquakes, a magnitude \( M_w \) 8.0 occurred on 3 March 1985 (Comte et al., 1986; Ruiz et al., 2011, and references therein). This earthquake was preceded by an intense swarm-type foreshock activity, which started on 21 February 1985 (Comte et al., 1986). Despite a growing body of field observations of precursors (Bouchon et al., 2013; Ellsworth & Beroza, 1995; Kato et al., 2016; Ruiz et al., 2014), the physics of the earthquake nucleation is still poorly understood. Low magnitude foreshocks or slow slip event precursory phenomena have been recently identified in subduction zones, thanks to the densification of seismological instrumentation. For example, in Chile, the GPS and broadband stations have been widely deployed along the coast. This recent increase in instrumentation enabled a detailed study of the Iquique 2014 earthquake \( M_w \) 8.2, along with the characterization of a precursory slow slip event accompanied by an intense foreshock activity, thus shedding light on the physics that control earthquake nucleation (Kato et al., 2016; Ruiz et al., 2014; Socquet et al., 2017). Here we took advantage of the excellent multiparametric data recorded in the Valparaiso region to study in detail the nucleation and the rupture dynamic of the \( M_w \) 6.9, 2017 earthquake. First, we analyzed the seismicity preceding the mainshock and GPS time series displacement to assess if the \( M_w \) 6.9 earthquake was triggered by slow slip on the subduction interface or by a cascade process. We start building a complete seismic catalogue of foreshocks and aftershocks using the continuous time data, we localized manually the largest events, and we computed their moment tensors to accurately define the fault plane of the Valparaiso seismicity sequence. We searched for repeating seismicity in the foreshocks sequence to relate it with possible aseismic movement. Then, we performed a geodetic inversion using the GPS time series displacement measured before the mainshock. Based on this analysis, we were able to quantify the relative amount of aseismic and seismic displacement at the seismogenic contact. Finally, we performed a detailed study of the rupture parameters of the mainshock using a full dynamic inversion. These dynamic parameters have been well studied for intermediate depth earthquakes on subduction zones (Herrera et al., 2017; Ruiz & Madariaga, 2011, 2013); here we provide a first picture of the dynamics of an interplate thrust earthquake in Chile.
2. Data, Methodology, and Results

The Valparaiso sequence was recorded by the CSN (www.sismologia.cl) on seismological and GPS stations. The first earthquake occurred on 22 April 2017 at 22:46:44 with magnitude $M_w$ 4.8 and was followed by an unusually intense seismicity, including a moderate magnitude earthquake that took place on 23 April 2017 at 02:36:06 ($M_w$ 5.9). The mainshock took place on 24 April, with magnitude $M_w$ 6.9. The aftershocks slightly migrated to the south, with the largest magnitude aftershock occurring on 28 April at 16:05:57 ($M_w$ 6.0) (Figures 1 and 2). We first characterize the Valparaiso 2017 seismicity using the broadband seismic records; then we analyze GPS data and show a possible slow slip event occurring before the main shock. Finally, we studied the seismic source rupture of the mainshock using strong motion data.

2.1. Valparaiso Seismicity

In the first step, we developed a 3-D velocity model (3DVM) for Central Chile, roughly between 30°S to 36°S and 68°W to 74°W. The inversion of the arrival times of body waves was carried out using a nonlinear least-squares approach based on the large number law and a stochastic description of both data and model, following Potin (2016). The 3DVM is derived from the arrival times of 114,018 $P$ and 96,157 $S$ waves corresponding to 11,829 earthquakes in the CSN catalogue that occurred since 2012 (www.sismologia.cl). Then, to better resolve any spatiotemporal evolution of the seismicity, we built a new seismic catalogue from 1 January to 12 May 2017, using the methodology of Poiata et al. (2016). This approach is based on a fourth-
order statistic characterization of the signal in different frequency bands, followed by back-projection and stacking of time-delay functions. Here we used 10 frequency bands between 5 and 50 Hz and a detection threshold of 0.7 for the maximum of the normalized stacked time-delay function.

As a further step, we used the measured phase arrival time from the above analysis to perform a joint relocation using the NonLinLoc program of Lomax et al. (2000). We discarded earthquakes with one axis of the 68%-of-confidence ellipsoid larger than 30 km. The resulting catalogue is composed of 4,356 earthquakes, with 2,329 belonging to the Valparaiso sequence. The completeness magnitude ($M_c$) is $M_L 2.8$, significantly lower than that of the CSN catalogue ($M_c = M_L 3.8$) for the same time period and zone (Figure S1 in the supporting information). After automatic detection and location, we picked $P$ and $S$ waves manually for each earthquake with a local magnitude greater than 3.5 and relocated them with the NonLinLoc code.

Figure 2. Focal mechanism of earthquakes larger than magnitude 3.5 and seismicity of Valparaiso 2017. (a) The seismicity started at 31.10°S, and after the mainshock, it migrated southward to 32.30°S. All the focal mechanisms correspond to reverse faults. (b) Profile along of the segmented line shown in Figure 2a; dots denote the centroid position. In Figures 2a and 2b, the color bar follows the seismicity–time evolution; the scale is in the middle. (c) Time–latitude evolution of the seismicity detected in this work, from 22 April to 12 May; the seismicity from 1 January is shown in Figure S6. The dots are regular earthquakes, while the squares are repeating earthquakes.
We inverted the full moment tensor for each identified earthquakes using the ISOLA code (Sokos & Zaharadnik, 2008; Vackář et al., 2017). We explored for the centroid and the best fitting nondouble couple using a 1 km width (50 m step) grid search around the hypocenter. The selected nondouble couples are kept if they minimized the variance between observed and simulated traces and after a visual check of the waveform compatibility. The data were filtered using a band-pass filter for which we chose, after several tests, corner frequencies of 0.15 and 0.2 Hz, which are considered to be the best to model earthquakes larger than 3.5. A representative 1-D velocity model extracted from our 3DVM velocity model (Table S1) was used to compute synthetics. The location and the computed focal mechanisms of 88 earthquakes suggest an interface-only activity during the sequence (Figures 2a and 2b).

We study the presence of repeating earthquakes using our seismic catalogue, to assess if any aseismic slip acceleration can be observed before the mainshock (e.g., Kato et al., 2016). The repeaters were identified by coherence of vertical component seismograms in a frequency band from 5 to 15 Hz. We used signals from 2 s before up to 10 s after the P waves; given the source to station distance, this window contains P, P coda, and S waves. A repeater is defined when the correlation coefficient at two or more stations exceeds 0.95 (Figure S2). We found 93 repeating earthquakes (Figure 2b), 34 of which occurred before the mainshock in a compact elliptical patch. Following the scaling relationships between slip and magnitude of Nadeau and Johnson (1998), we estimated the slip preceding the main shock using the approach of Kato et al. (2016). The estimated maximum slip before the mainshock is ~6 cm; even more, the analysis of repeaters suggests that an aseismic movement took place before the mainshock. Hence, we decide to use GPS data to further constraint if any aseismic slip is present before the main event.

2.2. Slow and Fast Movements Recorded by the GPS Instruments

The Valparaiso sequence was captured by GNSS stations recording at 1 Hz (Figure 1). These data were processed using Bernese GNSS Software V5.2, including Earth rotation and precise orbit parameters from IGS final products (Dach et al., 2015; Dow et al., 2009). The processing strategy was carried out in two steps: first, we used daily files for each station surrounding the earthquake area, at 15 s rate; 15 selected IGS regional stations were included to estimate the position in daily bases. We used the minimum constraint approach, for the datum definition, and we applied No Net Rotation and No Net Translation conditions for the regional IGS stations. For the second step, we added a selected set of IGS reference stations from the far field and divided all files into 6 h time windows at 1 Hz; we selected this time window through a trial-and-error approach, balancing time resolution and error estimations. The nearest GPS antennas to the Valparaiso earthquakes are stations BN05, TRPD, and VALN located in Valparaiso city and stations QTAY, CTPC, and ROB1 (Figure 1). These time series show an accelerated trenchward movement starting 4 days before the mainshock, Figures 3a, 3b, and S3, which is in agreement with the enhanced amount of repeating earthquakes suggesting a slow deformation. We thus perform static inversion using this data set to better constraint the characteristic of the aseismic slip. From the Valparaiso stations, we only consider station TRPD located on rock; we excluded stations BN05 and VALN because these antennas are located on the roof of three floor buildings. We modeled the slip distribution associated to the displacement that occurred 4 days before the mainshock. During this period, we observed a movement of 1.35 cm to the West in the Valparaiso stations (Figures 3a and 3b) and also an important movement at ROB1 and CTPC. Considering the localization of the foreshocks and their corresponding focal mechanism, we assumed that the slip took place at the seismogenic contact and inverted the observed GPS displacement using a grid discretization following the slab approach of Tassara and Echaurren (2012; Figure 3c). We computed a seismic moment of 8.4 × 10^18 Nm (Mw 6.55), considering a shear modulus of 40 GPa and a maximum slip of 9 cm (see Figure 3c). This last value agrees with the 6 cm slip estimated from the repeater analysis. The largest foreshock had a moment magnitude of Mw 6.0 (considering the USGS W phase moment tensor instead of the Mw 5.9 reported by the CSN), and the sum of the seismic moment of foreshocks is close to 1.73 × 10^18 N m. Therefore, nearly 80% of seismic moment was aseismic during the nucleation phase.

2.3. Mainshock Seismic Rupture

To characterize the mainshock rupture, we first performed a geodetic inversion of the observed coseismic displacement. The slip distribution solution shows a good fit of the GPS data and a compact slip distribution (Figure S4). Given this a priori information about the final slip distribution of the mainshock, we performed a
full dynamic inversion considering the ellipse approximation (Ruiz & Madariaga, 2011, 2013), using the strong-motion records from this earthquake (evtdb.csn.uchile.cl). We filtered them between 0.02 Hz to 0.1 Hz, and we integrated twice the traces to compute the dynamic inversion (Figure S6). We inverted for 10 parameters that completely describe the geometry and rupture process of the asperity (see details in Herrera et al., 2017). The frictional parameters are defined by three parameters proposed by Ida (1972): slip weakening distance \(D_c\), stress drop \(\Delta \sigma\), and yield stress \(T_y\). Wave propagation from source to receivers was computed with the AXITRA code of Bouchon (1981) and Coutant (1989). The velocity model used to generate synthetics is in Table S1. For the inversion, we used an L2 misfit function between

Figure 3. Valparaiso GPS time series and slip distribution of nucleation phase. (a) East–west daily GPS solution for TRPD station. An accelerated movement to west is observed 4 days before mainshock. (b) Six hours GPS solution at TRPD station; the nucleation phase is observed in more detail before the mainshock. (c) Slip distribution inverted considering the 2 day movement detected by the GPS stations; in Figure S3 we show the time series of TRPD, CTPC, and ROB1 GPS stations. The colored arrows are the real GPS vector data, and the transparent arrows are the simulated GPS vectors.
simulated and observed records. Finally, we computed the similarity parameter $\kappa$, defined by Madariaga and Olsen (2000):

$$k = \frac{(T_e - T_r)^2 L}{\mu(T_u - T_r)D_c}$$

where $T_e$, $T_u$, and $D_c$ are the parameters of the slip weakening friction law defined by Ida (1972), $L$ is the average size of the rupture area, and $\mu$ is the shear modulus. The residual stress $T_r$ is considered to be equal to zero in our definition. $k$ is a nondimensional parameter that controls the dynamic characteristics of the rupture (see details in Madariaga & Ruiz, 2016). The best solution has a misfit of 0.397 with the following dynamic parameter values: stress drop $T_e = 11.71$ [MPa], yield stress $T_u = 17.21$ [MPa], $D_c = 0.65$ [m], and $k = 1.98$ (Figure 4). These values agree with that observed in other intraplate intermediate depth earthquakes using the same methodology (Herrera et al., 2017, and references therein). The stress drop value obtained here is slightly lower than the intraplate earthquakes, but overall, the slip weakening friction law parameters are well represented by the $k$ parameter, which is of the same order as that obtained for intermediate depth earthquakes.

3. Discussion

The 3 March 1985 Valparaiso foreshocks occurred almost at the same place as that of the sequence studied here, within a zone of 20 km x 40 km; this sequence started on 21 February 1985 when an $m_b$ 4.7 earthquake occurred (Comte et al., 1986). Note that the mainshock $M_w$ 8.0 of Valparaiso earthquake started inside the foreshocks region. There are clear similarities in the seismic process of both 1985 and 2017 earthquakes; the main differences being the magnitude of the main shocks. The simplest explanation for these differences is the cumulative strain occurred in only 32 years for the 2017 earthquake, in comparison with the longer period of quiescence of large magnitude events before 1985. In fact, the previous large earthquake occurred in 1906, a magnitude 8.2 that broke the deeper zone of contact in the Valparaiso region (Carvajal, Cisternas, Gubler, et al., 2017; Okal, 2005). However, the coupling maps for Central Chile zone (Métois et al., 2016; Moreno et al., 2010) show a high value of coupling; which could indicate that the Central Chile zone is prepared for another mega-earthquake. The 2017 sequence could correspond to the beginning of a
long-term nucleation phase of a megathrust earthquake. A more conservative hypothesis is that the $M_w$ 6.9 is an isolated earthquake and corresponds to normal seismicity for an area where earthquakes of magnitude about 9 occur every ~400 years.

Two main models of earthquake nucleation have been proposed (e.g., Ellsworth & Beroza, 1995): a cascade process or an aseismic slip where the rupture starts slowly with foreshocks triggered by the slow slip and that accelerates in the final stage triggering the mainshock. In the case of Valparaiso 2017, the slip distribution of the nucleation phase (Figure 3) is concentrated in the same zone where the $M_w$ 6.9 asperity was broken on 24 April 2017 (Figure 5). The repeating earthquakes are located to the west of the mainshock rupture zone. The presence of repeaters and the slip distribution of the nucleation phase, which has an important fraction of aseismic slip, suggest that the mainshock was probably triggered by a slow slip event rather than being the result of a cascade rupture process.

We obtain dynamic parameters for the $M_w$ 6.9 earthquake. The stress drop value obtained here is slightly lower than the intraplate earthquakes; however, the $\kappa$ value, regrouping the friction law parameters, is of the same order as that obtained for intermediate depth earthquakes, suggesting a similar dynamic rupture process, despite of the different tectonic context.

4. Conclusions

The Valparaiso 2017 seismicity occurred at the interplate contact, where the 1985 and 1906 Valparaiso earthquakes previously occurred, as well as the 1730 mega-earthquake, among others. Two days before the $M_w$ 6.9 main shock, intense seismic activity occurred in the zone. This seismicity was accompanied by an aseismic movement observed with GPS stations and repeater-type seismicity. The nucleation movement took place in the same zone where the main asperity was broken. The $M_w$ 6.9 rupture was characterized by a subshear speed within a slip zone modeled by an elliptical patch of 10 km × 20 km. The aftershock seismicity migrated to southeast surrounding the mainshock. All the above observations lead us to propose that the Valparaiso 2017 earthquake was triggered by a slow slip event.

Figure 5. Nucleation phase and mainshock slip distributions, and foreshock repeaters. Continuous lines correspond to the slip distribution obtained from GPS data inversion of the nucleation phase (Figure 3b). The gray dashed zone is the mainshock slip distribution obtained from dynamic inversion of strong motion records (Figure 4a). The foreshock repeaters are color-coded from their time of occurrence.
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